
PH3 Committee Meeting, 15 January 2015

Attending: Lucky Lek, Turbidiot, King Klong, SADG, Blue Harlot, Fungus, Mini Mouse, 
Woodpecker, Chastity Belt, Two Stroke, Murkury, JC, Always Wet, Virgin My Arse

Lucky Lek opened the meeting @ 19:45 to plan his second term as GM

Order was maintained as committees worked through discussions on issues pertinent to their committee
and the Hash in general.  Over the course of the meeting some discussions lead to naming shared points
for things we'll support as a group while other discussions lead to a show of hands for voting on an 
agreement.

Budget:  Hash Cash provided a Mid Year, AUG 2014 – JAN 2015 balance sheet for members study 
whereby an agreed upon financial picture was put together which could be acted upon.  The following 
items were voted and agreed upon:

1. Tickets for the Hash Gala Dinner (Hash Ball) will be priced at 1,000 THB per member or 
partner and 2,000 THB per person for non-hashers.

2. The General Fund will support the Hash Gala Dinner (Hash Ball) organizing committee for 
50,000 THB from the general fund.

3. All non-Saturday Hash groups are asked pay to Hash Cash 2,000 THB for use of colored paper. 
Always Wet will invoice each group. 

Other: Hash Cash was asked to produce a inflow/outflow projections summary report for future use by 
the committee.

Hash Gala Dinner: Agreement was made that Hash Gala Dinner will replace the wording Hash Ball.  
Organization of the Hash Gala Dinner is continuing in the capable hands of King Klong and marketing 
will be handled by SADG.  Dates look favorable for the end of May or early June.

Volunteering: The committee agreed that all PH3 volunteering must be for supporting the general 
operation and funding the entire Hash rather than any particular interest.

1. A vote agreement was made that Stewarding should not be in any way related to the Hash Gala 
Dinner (Hash Ball).

Other: 
Stewarding 2015: Two Stroke and Fungus will be meeting with Laguna Tirathlon organizers to 
continue arrangements for the next stewarding arrangement.

Visitors:  Additional effort will be made at Impedimentia and Registration to increase the number of 
Saturday visitors purchasing a shirt upon arrival.  After the virgins are iced in the circle Mini Mouse 
will make it very clear that dry shirts are available for sale.

Outstation Run: Agreement was made that there is no budget support available at this time for an 
Outstation Run.  If it is to go ahead it will be self funded as of this time.

Meeting closed and the finger food put out to wash down the beer.

Compiled by Fungus


